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R*n #1571st
"HALLOWEEN TWISTED THEME
CUM DRESSED AS YOUR HASH NAME"
Monday, Oct. 27th, 2014 @7:00 pm
Scratch n Sniff and Cums in Spurts
Oliver's Pub,
Carleton University Residence Building,
1125 Colonel By Drive,
Hash Cash: $5 for Hash down-downs.
Distance:
Eagle Runners 9.11Kms
Distance:
Walkers +/- 5Kms
Hashers:
32
1 visitor (Driving Miss Daisy) from Calgary
When:
Hare(s):
Where:

Almost all of the hashers did show up dressed as
their hash name. “Neon Stripper” handing out strips
of pink plastic tape, “Hump Me Dump Me” complete
with a hump and a dump truck, “Tin Man” wrapped
in tin foil, “Scratch n Sniff” as a werewolf, “Oinky
Boinky” as a cute pink piggy, “Delhi Belly” as a
maharaja, “Cums in Spurts” in spotted pyjamas “Bite
My Beaver” in a furry costume and many others.
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It being reading week for the university the hares
opted for a the new venue of Oliver’s Pub. No
doubt this was an old hang out for some of the
Ottawa hashers! And, perhaps the hares simply
wanted to reminisce about some mis-spent youth. No
matter the reason the venue proved to be quite
capable of withstanding the jocularity of the circle.
it is a shame that the same could not be said
about the trail. At the opening circle only one hare
was available for directions stating that it was kind
of a live hare and the other one had set out.
Even more confusion reigned when she tried to explain
the marks (marked in secret government documents and
chalk) and said that the last trail she set was 14
kilometres long. Hearing this brought forth many loud
groans from the assembled group!
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Never-the-less it was ON ON upon a very well
marked trail around various buildings and residences on
the campus to the Turkey Eagle split where the ‘live’
werewolf (hare) was waiting for us. At the opening
circle the walkers were informed on how to get to
the T/E split and then take the turkey trail to the
rehydration stop. At this juncture most of the pack
took the Eagle trail across the canal and through the
Arboretum, including a bit of mountain climbing. Have
I ever told you; that “I hate hills!” The loop took
us back to the Turkey Eagle split and the hare said
it was straight on and just follow the marks. At
the four kilometre mark the pack was all wondering
just where and what the marks were! The pack did
eventually come up a Check and before the area could
be fully explored the hare said it was still straight
on and then gave some very either confusing,
misleading, or I really don’t know instructions on just
where the trail went but it was still ON Straight!
Just before the five kilometre mark the Eagles met up
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with the returning walkers who had made it to Hog’s
Back Road without seeing any marks and decided that
it was just as easy to head back to the ON IN.
Undaunted the Eagles continued to carry on along
the route the hare had more or less directed us.
Finally seeing one mark (+/- 6.25K) there were shouts
of joy but, alas, they were short lived. The one
saving grace was the hare was with the pack and it
turned out misdirecting. Finally at the 7K mark the
hare yelled “I know where we are! I know how to
get to the beer stop!”
Eighteen hashers eventually made it to the most
welcome of rehydration stops which included not only
the usual hash water but also some fermented grape
juice as well as non-hash water. Just as these 18
were packing up to leave runners could be seen on
the bridge and calls of ON ON rang out from below.
Another six hashers made it down the hill in time to
be rehydrated and claimed that after the +/- 6.25K
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mark they were on a MARKED trail which was
completely different but did meet up at the 7K mark.
Back at the ON IN the runners met up with the
walkers and slackers for some liquid refreshment and
the circle.
was called in and explained
that she was here from Calgary for a short time
visiting a friend. Of course the hares were called in
to explain a trail that should have been called;
“What happened to the marks” and were severely
punished. Both the stand-in GM and RA had many
other crimes that were brought forth.
Driving Miss Daisy

While there were many moans and groans, about the hills,
length and the lack of marks on the trail it was given a well
deserved thumps up!
PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING YOUR FAIRY LIGHTS TO
LIGHT YOUR WAY ON THESE DARK WINTER NIGHTS
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Receding Hare Line
RUN #1572
REMEMBER, REMEMBER THE FIFTH OF NOVEMBER
ANNUAL GUY FAWKES RUN
When:
Monday, November 3, 2014 @ 7:00 pm
Hare(s):
A Scot, an Irishman, an Englishman and a
Welshman(woman)
Where:
Chateau Lafayette (The Laff), 42 York Street, Ottawa
Hash Cash:
$5.00 for hash down-downs

POSH NOSH
When:
Where:
Cost:
What you get:

December 12, 2014
Algonquin College’s Restaurant International
$38.92 per person, including tax and tip
4 course meal which includes appetizer, soup or salad, entree
(3 choices to be arranged closer to the date) and dessert, tea
and coffee
They also have a full cash bar with beer and wine

Contact Cheap Thrills if you want to attend Posh Nosh.
harrisonwatson@yahoo.ca
Hello there you Wankers. We are in need of hares for upcoming runs. Volunteer now
for the best dates or miss your chance for glory! There are some wonderful dates
available, so don’t be shy and don’t delay.
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